
Law Be Society Review Condensed Style Sheet

Type manuscripts double-spaced on one side of the paper only. While manu
scripts need not conform to this style sheet at the time of submission, all manu
scripts must include an abstract, footnotes, and a list of references, and all ac
cepted manuscripts must be revised by the authors to conform to the Review's
style. The rules listed below supplement the manuscript information on the in
side front cover of the Review. Authors are urged to consult Review issues in
volume 26 or later for further illustrations. A detailed style sheet is available
from the Editorial Office.
1. Abstracts. All manuscripts should include an abstract of not more than 100

words. No abstracts are required for review essays or comments.
2. Footnotes. Footnotes should be numbered sequentially (except for the au

thor's footnote) and printed on pages immediately following the text (not at
the foot of the page). They should contain only substantive comments and
additional references not immediately relevant to the text.

3. Tables and Figures. Tables should approximate the appearance of printed
tables. Figures should be camera ready; provide originals, not xerographic
copies. Tables and/or figures should be placed at the end of the text, after
footnotes, appendixes, and references. Their location within the text should
be indicated as follows:

Table 1 about here

4. Citations. All notes that consist merely of supporting citations should be
placed in parentheses in the text. For example:

In a thoughtful essay, Hayden (1991) ...

OR

Media stories often portray the civil jury as generous (Daniels & Martin 1986:236;
Hans 1989: Huber 1988).

The same general rules apply to footnote text.

5. References. References are placed at the end of the manuscript following
the footnotes. The list should contain only those sources actually cited in
text or notes. Give authors' names as they appear in the original source. For
more than one publication by the same author, list them in chronological
order, with the older item first. For more than one publication in one year
by the same author, use small (lower-case) letters to distinguish them (e.g.,
1970a, 1970b).

BOOKS: Last Name, First Name (year) Title of Book. City: Publisher.

Example: Lerner, Melvin J. (1980) Belief in a Just World. New York: Plenum.

CHAPTER IN EDITED VOLUME:

Example: Glazer, Nathan (1979) ""The Judiciary and Social Policy," in L.
Theberge, ed., The Judiciary in a Democratic Society. Lexington, MA: Lexington
Books.

ARTICLES: Last Name, First Name (Year) ''''Title of Article," volume number
Journal page numbers of article. (Give month or issue number if each issue
is separately paginated.)

Examples: Padgett, John F. (1990) ""Plea Bargaining in Prohibition," 24 Law &
Society Rev. 413--50. --

Brill, Steven, &James Lyons «1986) ""The Not-So-Simple Crisis," American Law
yer 12-15 (May).

UNPUBLISHED PAPERS:

Example:Lofquist, William S. (1991) ''''The Development of Organizational Pro
bation." Presented at American Society of Criminology annual meeting, San
Francisco.

All cases cited in text are listed under ""Cases Cited" following the References.
All statutes cited are listed under ''''Statutes Cited." For style for cases and stat
utes, see A Uniform System of Citation.
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SEEKING NOMINATIONS
FOR YEAR 2000

HARRY KAL VEN PRIZE

The Harry Kalven Prize is awarded by the Law and
Society Association for empirical scholarship that has
contributed most effectively to the advancement of
research in law and society. It is not a book prize, but is
given in recognition of a body of scholarly work. Neither is
it a "career achievement" award, however, and at least
some portion of the work for which the award is given
should have been completed within the past few years.
The Prize consists of $500, and a certificate.

The committee to select the year 2000 recipient of
the award includes Patricia Ewick, chair (Clark University),
Roger Berkowitz (University of California, Berkeley); Craig
McEwen (Bowdoin College), Thomas Russell (University of
Texas, Austin), Neil Vidmar (Duke University), and Susan
White (University of New Hampshire).

Nominations of candidates or suggestions for the
committee's consideration should be sent to:

Patricia Ewick
Chair, Kalven Prize Committee
Department of Sociology
Clark University
950 Main Street
Worcester MA 01610

Documentation concerning the significance and
contributions of the research, including citations to
publications, will assist the committee in its consideration
of candidates. Nominations should be received by March 1,
2000. The award will be presented in May, 2000 at Annual
Meeting of the Association in Miami, Florida.
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NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR YEAR 2000

J. WILLARD HURST PRIZE

The Hurst Prize Committee of the Law and
Society Association seeks nominations and
suggestions for works appropriate for the 2000 prize.
The Hurst prize is given for the best work in American
socio-Iegal history published between January 1998
and December 1999. In the spirit of Willard Hurst's
own work, the committee will consider works on the
history of interrelationships between law and social,
economic, and political change; the history of
functions and impact of legal agencies, legislative and
administrative as well as judicial; the social history of
the legal profession; and similar topics. Although the
prize is for American legal history, significant
comparative work that sheds light on American
history will also be considered. The submission of
purely doctrinal studies of the evolution of appellate
case law is, however, discouraged. Preference in
making the award will normally be given to books; but
articles and monographs of exceptional quality will
also be considered. The Prize includes a cash award
of $500. Nominations should be received by
December 31, 1999.

The committee includes Gregory S. Alexander,
(chair) Cornell University; Christine DeSan, Harvard
University; Sarah Gordon, University of Pennsylvania;
Robert Gordon, Yale University; and Ariela Gross,
University of Southern Californla. Recommendations
and/or books suggested for the committee's
consideration should be sent to:

Professor Gregory S. Alexander
Chair, Hurst Prize Committee
School of Law
Cornell University
Myron Taylor Hall
Ithaca NY 14853

The award will be presented in May, 2000
at the Annual Meeting of the Association in Miami,
Florida.
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NOMINATIONS SOUGHT
for the

HERBERT JACOB
BOOK PRIZE, 2000

The Association seeks nominations for the Law
and Society Association's Herbert Jacob Book Prize, to
be awarded for the outstanding law and society book
published in the years 1998 and 1999. This is a biennial
award established in 1996 and named in honor of
Herbert Jacob in 1997. Herbert Jacob was a creative,
energetic scholar who took on a wide variety of
questions and issues, and whose work is a major
contribution to the field.

The competition is open to books from all fields
of, and approaches to, law and society scholarship 
excluding only works of American legal history (which
are recognized by the Association's Hurst Prize). The
prize includes a cash award of $500 (shared in the case
ofmultiple awardees) and will be presented next May at
the 2000 Annual Meeting of the Law and Society
Association.

The prize committee includes Marjorie Zatz,
chair (Arizona State University), John Brigham
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst), Susan
Lawrence (Rutgers University), Michael Saks
(University of Iowa), and Lisa Sanchez (University at
Buffalo, SUNY).

Nominations should be received by January 1,
2000.

Marjorie Zatz, Chair
Herbert Jacob Book Prize Committee
Schoolof Justice Studies
Arizona State University
Box 870403
Tempe AZ 85287-0403
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
for the

2000 LSA ARTICLE PRIZE

The Association seeks nominations for the Law
and Society Association Article Prize. This biennial
prize is intended to recognize an outstanding work in law
and society scholarship published in a major sociolegal
journal. Nominations are appropriate from all aspects of
the field and any country of origin, although article
copies submitted to the committee must be in English.
The range may include articles of younger scholars and
works that are part of long careers in law and society
research and publication.

The prize committee includes Roger Cotterrell,
chair (University of London ), Elizabeth Chambliss
(University of Denver), Hendrik Hartog (Princeton
University), Arthur Stinchcombe (Northwestern
University), Carl Stychin (University of Reading), and
Takao Tanase (Kyoto University). The committee
welcomes nominations and suggestions of articles
published in 1998 and 1999.

Nominations should be received by January 14,
2000. The prize carries a cash award of$500 and will be
given at the 2000 Annual Meeting of the Association in
Miami, Florida. Recommendations and/or reprints of
articles suggested for the committee's consideration
should be sent to:

Roger Cotterrell, Chair
LSA Article Prize Committee
c/o LSA Executive Office
Hampshire House Box 33615
University of Massachusetts
Amherst l\1A 01003-3615
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GRADUA TE and LA W STUDENT
AWARD,

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR YEAR 2000

The Law and Society Association is seeking nominations for its
Graduate and Law Student Award which will be presented at the
Association's Annual Meeting in Miami, Florida in May, 2000. The
award will be offered to the nominated graduate or law student
paper that best represents outstanding law and society research.
Submissions should be of a length and style suitable for publication
in a scholarly journal. Papers that have been excerpted from
dissertations should be revised to stand alone; that is, they should
include a clear account of the theory, methods and data (as
appropriate) upon which the excerpt is based. The prize includes
$100 cash and up to $400 toward travel cost to attend the 2000
Law and Society Annual Meeting.

We seek to expand the pool of submissions, and we urge you to
send along graduate and law papers you admire. Specifically, we
ask you to recall outstanding work you have read last academic
year, as well as papers you will receive this semester. Papers that
have already been published are eligible for the award. We intend
to be inclusive of all work that examines law in culture and society
including social scientific, interpretive, historical and jurisprudential
scholarship.

To Have a Student's Work Considered for the Award: 1. A non
student member of the Law and Society Association must make
the nomination. @. The paper should have been written between
September 1998 and January 2000 by matriculated graduate or
law students at any (U.S. or non-U.S.) institution of higher
education. 3. The paper must be submitted to the Committee on
Student Awards. The Committee includes Mia Cahill, chair (New
York University), Malcolm Feeley (University of California,
Berkeley), Janet Rifkin (University of Massachusetts, Amherst),
and John Paul Ryan (American Bar Association). 4. The paper
must be submitted by the deadline, February 1, 2000 to:

Mia Cahill
Chair, LSA Student Awards Committee
Institute for Law and Society
New York University, Fuchsberg Hall
249 Sullivan Street
New York NY 10012-1079
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UNDERGRADUA TE STUDENT A WARD
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR YEAR 2000

The Law and Society Association is seeking nominations for
its Undergraduate Student Award which will be presented
at the Association's Annual Meeting in Miami, Florida in
May, 2000. The award will be offered to the nominated
undergraduate paper that best represents outstanding law
and society research. Submissions should be of a length
and style suitable for publication in a scholarly journal. The
prize includes $100 cash and up to $400 toward travel cost
to attend the 2000 Law and Society Annual Meeting.

We seek to expand the pool of submissions, and we urge
you to send along papers you admire. Specifically, we ask
you to recall outstanding work you have read last academic
year, as well as papers you will receive this semester.
Papers that have already been published are eligible for the
award. We intend to be inclusive of all work that examines
law in culture and society including social scientific,
interpretive, historical and jurisprudential scholarship.

To Have a Student's Work Considered for the Award: 1. A
non-student member of the L.aw and Society Association
must make the nomination. 2. The paper should have been
written between September 1998 and January 2000 by
matriculated undergraduate students at any (U.S. or non
U.S.) institution of higher education. 3. The paper must be
submitted to the Committee on Student Awards. The
Committee includes Mia Cahill, chair (New York University),
Malcolm Feeley (University of: California, Berkeley), Janet
Rifkin (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), and John
Paul Ryan (American Bar Association). 4. The paper must
be submitted by the deadline, February 1, 2000 to:

Mia Cahill
Chair, LSA Student Awards Committee
Institute for Law and Society
New York University, Fuchsberg Hall
249 Sullivan Street
New York NY 10012-1079
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DISSERTATION AWARD, 2000
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The Law and Society Association invites
nominations for its annual Dissertation Award. The award
is presented to the author of the best dissertation in the law
and society field. The winner will receive a certificate,
$100 cash prize, and up to $400 for travel to attend the
Association's Annual Meeting in Miami in May to receive
the award.

The Dissertation Committee members are John
Gilliom, chair (Ohio University), Sara Cobb (Harvard
University), Mathieu Deflem (Purdue University), Charles
Epp (University of Kansas), Valerie Jenness (University of
California, Irvine), and Noga Morag-Levine (University of
Michigan).

Submissions should be outstanding examples of
research on issues arising in the law and society field. A
submission must be nominated by a faculty member. The
dissertation may be based upon research that is
interdisciplinary. Models of such work can be found in the
Law & Society Review and other leading journals of
research. The committee welcomes international
submissions and nontraditional research. Dissertations
completed in calendar year 1999 are eligible for
consideration.

Send four copies of the dissertation together with
a faculty member's nomination letter by January 7, 2000
to:

Dissertation Prize Committee
Law and Society Association
Hampshire House, Rm 205, Box 33615
University of Massachusetts
Amherst MA 01003-361 5

Please direct any questions to gilliom@ohio.edu.
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"Our Lives Before the Law is
an extremely interesting
book on an extremely inter
esting subject. Baer offers
passionate and powerful
criticism that should appeal
to a wide audience."
-Deborah L. Rhode,
Stanford University

"This book displays a deep
and subtle understanding
of law, its possibilities and
limits." .
-Christine A. Littleton, UCLA

'~ comprehensive and
impressive work in feminist
jurisprudence. It will
become a must read for
scholars in law and for
those in political science
and women's studies... •"
-Austin Sarat,
Amherst College

Our Lives
Before the
Law
Constructing a Feminist
Jurisprudence
JudithA. Baer

According to Judith Baer,
feminist legal scholarship today
does not effectively address the
harsh realities of women's lives.
The traditional feminist
approach has led to endless
debates about such abstract
matters as character differences
between men and women, and
has failed to deal sufficiently
with concrete problems with the
legal system. Feminists have
marginalized themselves, she
argues, by withdrawing from
mainstream intellectual dis
course. In Our Lives Before the
Law, Baer presents the frame
work for a new feminist jurispru
dence-one that would return
feminism to relevance.

Powerfully and passionately
written, Our Lives Before the Law
will have a major impact on the
future course of feminist legal
scholarship.
Paper $18.95 ISBN0·691·01945·2
Cloth $55.00 ISBN0·691·03316-1

Princeton University Press
AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR CALL 800·777-4726 • HTTP://PUP.PRINCETON.EDU

do not print this information
LAW AND SOCIElY REVIEW 9/99 Q07 00-061
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New in paper

New Schools for a
New Century
The Redesign of Urban Education

Edited by
Diane Ravitch &
Joseph P. Vlteritti
'The authors touch on
virtually all the 'outside
the-box' innovations in
schooling. ... The essays
consti tute a pow erful
argument that the
schools will never change
.. . unless they are challenged from
the outside."
- James Traub, New York Times Book
Review $15.95 paperback

"An engaging
and enlightening
collection of
essays-perfectly
designed to forti
fy libera ls, pro
gressives, and
similarly noble
but endangered
species."

- Robert B. Reich $17.95 paperback

The New Majority
Toward a Popular Progressive Politics

Edited by 5 ley B. Greenberg &
Theda Skocpol

The
Horizontal
Society
Lawrence M.
Friedman

''[AJ thoughtful
••• considera

tion of modem
society. Friedman
. . . casts a wide net, factoring in his
toric, social ; racial , political , ethnic ,
religious, and technological concerns
in describ ing the 'horizontal,' choice 
filled society that has supplanted the
more traditional 'vertical' society that
once prevailed."-Library Journal

The Stakeholder
Society
Broce Ackerman &
Anne Alstott
.----------, "A serious, smart

book, which also
functions as a
cogent critique of
the inequality of
opportunity that
has become a
given in modem
American,"
-New Yorker

"Talk about putting a stake in every pot
proves that signs of intelligent public
life are out there!'
-Matthew Miller, New YorkTimes
Magazine $26.00

Worlds Apart
Why Poverty Persists in Rural America

Cynthia M. Duncan
with a foreword by Robert Coles

''Moving and troubling. Duncan has created a remarkabl
study of the persistent patterns of poverty and power,"
-Kirkus Reviews

"This is an important book for anyone interested in
poverty. Duncan goes beyond statistical analysis and uses
personal interviews to give us insight into how communities
deal with poverty and its associated problems."

-Gary D. Sandefur iIIus. $27.50 ~
P.O. Box209040,New Haven, cr06520

Yale University Press www·yale.edulyuiW 1-800-YUP·READ
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THE

OF

G T y

Posner characterizes
the current preoccu
pation with moral and
constitutional theory
as the latest form of
legal mystification
an evasion of the real
need of American
law, which is for a
greater understanding
of the social, eco
nomic, and political
facts out of which
great legal controver
sies arise. In pursuit

of that understanding, Posner advocates a rebuilding
of the law on the pragmatic basis of open-minded
and systematic empirical inquiry and the rejection
of cant and nostalgia-the true professionalism
foreseen by Holmes a century ago.
Belknap Press • 4 tables • $29.95 cloth

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
www.hup.harvard.edu • phone: 800.448.2242
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The Culture of Intimidation
and the Failure of Law
STEPHEN J. SCHULHOFER

"[Schulhofer] leaves no stone untumed in addressing the question
of how to create a lawwhich will take seriously sexual autonomy
the right to choose freely whether and when to be sexually inti
mate with another person. He arguesthat unlike laws that provide
for comprehensive protection for property rights, labourand other
important interests, laws on sexual autonomyhave failed:fromthe
excessive degree of force needed for an action to be defined as
rape,to the greyareas inwhich coercion and exploitation can be
usedto elicit a false, legally valid 'consent' between,for example,
professionals---such as doctors,lecturers, lawyers and therapists and
their clients or students.Schulhofer calls for a radical reconstruction
of such laws [and] does not shirk difficult questions. ..This isan
insightful and scholarly book written in an accessible style rarely
encountered in law. Even rarer isSchulhofer's willingness to debate
feminist views in a balanced and enlightened way."
-Sue Lees, TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
$27.95 cloth

Lao-aShabott. My Heart Goes Out©1992

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
www.hup.ha rva rd .edu • phon e: 800.448 .2242
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Procedural Justice, GuestEditor Stefan Machura. ContributorsincludeSusanne
Karstedt, Jo-ATI1U! Wemmers, Ben Crum, AlfonsBora

Law and Policyis a multidisciplinary journal whichcriticallyanalysesthe role of law
in the policyprocess. Articlesby legal scholars, social scientistsand policymakers
deal with the relationship of law, legal institutions and processesto major issuessuch
as social welfare, disputeresolution, economicanalysis, and criminaljustice.

..~ Law &Policy
C1:S Edited by Keith Hawkins and Murray Levine

E:::s Recent and forthcoming special issues:

http://www.blackwellpublishers .co.uk

Electronic access Included In the Institutional subscription
price to the print edition

For more informationvisitour website

Structured Sentencing in the US: An Experiment in Modeling Judicial Discretion:
Parts 1 and 2. Guest Editor SandraShane-DuBow. Contributions includeFrancis J.
Carney, Jr., JohnN. Hogenmuller, DebraL. Dailey, John Steiger, R. BarryRuback,
JamesAustinand Susan M. Plant, KimS. Hunt, KevinR. Reitz, Michael E. Smith,
andRonaldF. Wright.

Legal and PsychosocialContext of Family Violence. Guest Editors Mark Fondacaro
and ShellyJackson. ContributorsincludeSaraL. Cook, Catherine Crosby-Currie and
N. DickonReppucci, Shelly Jackson wid MarkFondacaro, RogerJ.R. Levesque, and
Nadera Shalhoub-Kevorldan.

Pl1bli s" er . ~

13 BLACKWELLSPECIAL OFFER for 1999

Uw I[ PoIky ISSN 0265·8240 Published In january, April, july,October
Subscription Rates, Vol.2111999:
Insthutions: Europe £129, N. America $194, Rest of Worid £158.
Personal: Europe £51, N. America $74, Rest of World £63.

Tosubscribe to Law & PO/icy please usethe order fonn on the Blackwell website:
http://www.blackwellpubllshers.co.uk, sendanemail to jnllnfo@blackwellpubllshers.co.uk,
or contacteitherof the follOWing:

Blackwell Publishers journals, PO Box 805, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford
OX4 IFH,UK. Tel: +44 (0)1865 244083, fax +44 (0)1865
381381
Journals Marketing (LAPO), Blackwell Publishers, 350 Main Street,
Malden, MA02148, USA. Tel. +1 (781) 3888200, fax +1 (781)
3888210
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Austin Sarat and
Thomas R. Kearns
History, Memory, and the
Law

Examines law as an active
participant in the process through
which history is written and
memory is constructed.

cloth $54.50

Jon-Christian Suggs
Whispered Consolations
LAwand Na"ative in
African-AmericanLift

Explores the tradition ofAmerican
law as it appears in
African-American literature.

cloth $67.50

}.Thomas Oldham and
Marygold S. Melli, Editors
Child Support
The Next Frontier

Examines the state of child support
policy at the close of the twentieth
century.

cloth $44.50

Susan Bibler Coutin
Legalizing Moves
Salvadoran Immigrants'Struggle for
U.S. Residency

Analyzes Salvadoran immigrants'
struggle for legal permanent
residency in the United States.

cloth $39.50

Robert M. Hayden
Blueprints for a House
Divided
The ConstitutionalLogicof the
Yugoslav Conflicts

Combining cultural and constitu
tional study, Hayden examines the
origins of the conflict in Bosnia.

cloth $39.50

MICHIGAN

Eric Stein
Thoughts from a Bridge
A Retrospective ofWritings on New
Europe andAmericanFederalism
With a Preface byJoseph H. H. Weiler

Views European integration from
the perspective ofAmerican
experience with federalism.

cloth $59.50

J Clay Smith,Jr., Editor
Rebels in Law
Voices in History of BlackW&men
LAwyers

" ... a masterful job of chronicling
leading black women lawyers from
the late 1800s to the present .... "
-NewYork LawJournal

paper $17.95

Lisa Keen and
Suzanne B. Goldberg
Strangers to the Law
Gay People onTrial

" ... sheds light on the shadowy,
complicated terrain ofprejudice
and violence." - Washington Post

paper S 18.95

Eric Stein
Czecho/Slovakia
Ethnic Conflict, Constitutional
Fissure, Negotiated Breakup

Describes the failed search for a
postcommunist constitution and
the subsequent peaceful breakup of
the Czechoslovak Federation.

paper S 19.95

Credit card buyers may order by
phone (734-764-4392) or by fax

(800-876-1922) .

www.press.umich.edu

The University ofMichigan Press
Dept. SO

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
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Illl
Of ~I~m~

Bridging Divides
Tht Channel Tumul and Eni-isb
Legal Identity in the NewEurope
EVE DARIAN-SMITH

"Darian-Smith takes the

building of the [tun nel] .. .

as an occasion to rethink the

constitution of national ism

and national identity. Theo

retically rich and empiri cally

rigorous , Bridging Divides is a

model of interdisciplinary

legal scholarship:'

-Austin Sarat,

Amherst College

mnlltf if the &nato Trtvts International
Sociology if La» Priu ; / 997
$50.00 cloth.s19.95 paper,
illusrrared

New inpaperb.uk-
living the
Bill of Rights
Hi1W to Be anAuthenticAtntrican
NAT HENTOFF

"Justice Douglas is heroic in

Hentoff's view not merely

because he stood up for

unpopular free speech, but

because he actually encouraged

it. .. . [H entoffJ has provided

an invigorating and entertain 

ing reminder of why /Teedom

of expression matters: '

-NM York Times Book Revie»
A NewYorkTimes Book Review
Notablt &ok if the Year / 998
$14.95 paper

At bookstom or order 1-800-822-6657. www.ucpress.edu

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS

T·ROUBLES
Rethinking Contemporary Maternal Dilemmas

edited byJulia E. Hanigsberg and Sara Ruddick

Fifteen notedscholars on th...e public and private dilemmas of contemporary mothers.

Contributors include: Mary Lyndon ShanLey, Dorothy E. Roberts, DruciLla Cornell,
Martha Minow, JenniferNedelsky, Martha Albertson Fineman, Peggy Cooper Davis, Lisa
C. Ikemoto, Lynn M. Paltrow, and Carol Sanger.

"Concise arguments and descriptions ofconflicts of law vs. culture oftencast new Light
on familiar darkness.' -Kirkus Reviews

"This is a marvelous collection, diverse in its rangeof topics and perspectives, rich in
the depth of its authors' reflections, and unified by its determination to speak on
behalfof mothers assailed bygovernment policies, social institutions and a culture of
motherblaming: -Alison M. Jaggar, author of Feminist Politics andHuman Nature

~ Beacon Press, www.beacon.org Paperback $26.00
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LAW AND SOCIETY-----.

The Cultural Study of Law
Reconstructing Legal Scholarship
Paul W. Kahn
The Cultural Study of Law IS the first full exammation of
what it means to conduct a modern intellectual inquiry
into the culture of law.
Cloth $22.00

The Constitutional Underclass
Gays, Lesbians, and the Failure of
Class-Based Equal Protection
Evan Gerstmann
A provocative investigation into how the Supreme Court
applies the equal protection clause, focusing on the
battle surrounding Colorado's Amendment 2.
Paper $15.00

Eco-pragmatism
Making Sensible Environmental
Decisions in an Uncertain World
Daniel A. Farber
"A clear-headed and nuanced guide for the perplexed
through the labyrinth of environmental policy."
-Carol M. Rose, Yale Law School

Cloth $23.00

Law and the Image
The Authority of Art and the Aesthetics of Law
Edited by Costas Douzinas and Lynda Nead
A highly original collection of essays articulating a
fascinating discussion of the diverse relationships
between law and the artistic image.
Paper $19.00

Now in Paper

Silencing the Guns in Haiti
The Promise of Deliberative Democracy
Irwin P. Stotzky
Paper $17.00

Speaking Respect,
Respecting Speech
Richard L. Abel
Paper $21.00

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESSL...-___________ 5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
www.press.uchicago.edu
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